An Absorbing New Novel From The Author Of That Long Silence And Roots And Shadows When Gopal Walks Out On Her For Reasons Even He Cannot Articulate, Sumi Returns With Their Three Daughters, Aru, Charu, And Seema, To The Shelter Of The Big House, Where Her Parents, Kalyani And Shripati, Live In A Strangely Oppressive Silence: They Have Not Spoken To Each Other In The Last Thirty-Five Years. As The Mystery Of This Long Silence Is Laid Bare, A Story That Seems To Be Repeating Itself In Sumi S Life& Set In Present-Day Karnataka, A Matter Of Time Explores The Intricate Relationships Within An Extended Family, Encompassing Three Generations Of Men And Women. At The Heart Of The Novel Is Eighteen-Year-Old Aru, Struggling To Understand Her Father S Desertion And Her Mother S Indifference , And In The Course Of A Few Turbulent Months, Forging Entirely Unexpected Relationships That Are Destined To Change The Course Of Her Life& Deeply Unsettling, Yet With Moments Of Warmth And Laughter, This Is Shashi Deshpande At Her Poignant Best.
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